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RUND FORMS  OVER REAL ALGEBRAIC  FUNCTION
FIELDS IN  ONE VARIABLE

RICHARD  ELMAN1

Abstract. The isometry types of rund quadratic forms over an

arbitrary real algebraic function field in one variable are completely

determined.

Using his theory of rund forms, Witt was able to simplify proofs for

some of the well-known structure theorems for the Witt ring W(F) (see

[6]). Thus the determination of all rund forms over a field F became a

desirable goal. Using local-global methods, Hsia and Johnson were able

to compute all rund forms over a global field (see [4]) and over R(t)

(see [5]). In this note, using the theory of Pfister forms, we determine all

rund forms over an algebraic extension field F over R(t). In particular,

we show that an even dimensional rund form over F is isometric to a

quadratic form of the type r(\, x)\_(\, wx) for some integer r=0, where

x e F and w is a sum of two squares in F.

The notation in this note will follow [3]. Thus by a field F, we shall mean

one whose characteristic is different from two. A quadratic form

(g>"=1 (1, x¡), x¡e F=F—{0} will be called an n-fold Pfister form and be
notated by ((xx, • • • , x„)). The «-fold Pfister forms generate InF as an

abelian group, where IF is the ideal in the Witt ring W(F) consisting of

(nonsingular) even dimensional quadratic forms. If q is a quadratic form,

we shall write DF(q) = D(q) for the set of nonzero values represented by

q, and GF(q) = G(q) for the group of similarity factors {x e F: {x)q^q} of

q. A nonsingular quadratic form q is called rund over F if either D(q) =

G(q) and q is anisotropic or q is hyperbolic. Thus if q is rund, ((—x))q=0

(in W(F)) for all x e D(q). It is well known that Pfister forms are rund, and

we shall use this fact implicitly throughout this note.

We begin by classifying all odd dimensional rund forms over an

arbitrary field.

Lemma. Let F be an arbitrary field. If an odd dimensional form q over

F is rund then q^.(2r+\)(\) for some integer r=0. The form (1) is always
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rund over F. A form (2r+l)(l), r a positive integer, is rund over F iff

(2n+1)(1) is rundfor any integer n=0 iff F is formally real and pythagorean.

Proof. If q is rund over F then D(q)=G(q). Thus, if dim q is odd,

we must have (det q)^(a ■ det q) for all a e D(q). Consequently, D(q)=F2.

The first two statements now follow. If for some r=l, (2r+l)(l) is rund,

then D((2r+l){l))=F2. Hence Fis pythagorean. If Fis not formally real

then every form of dimension > 1 must be isotropic. But there can exist

no hyperbolic odd dimensional forms over F, hence F must be formally

real. Conversely, if F is formally real and pythagorean then n(l) is clearly

rund for any integer n= 1.    Q.E.D.

Since any isotropic form over F is rund iff it is hyperbolic, the lemma

reduces the determination of rund forms to the classification of even

dimensional, anisotropic rund forms. In general, such a classification is

unknown. We shall, however, determine all rund forms over F if

tr degs F=l. If F is such a field then F(y/—l) must be a Cj-field by the

theorem of Tsen-Lang and hence must also satisfy I2F(sJ — l)=0. Since our

results hold in this more general circumstance, we shall only assume that

/2F(V-1)=0.
We begin with some preliminary results.

Hauptsatz [1].   Ifq e InF is anisotropic then dim q=2n.

Theorem 1. Suppose that I2F(yJ —1)=0. Then the following statements

are valid over F:

(1) IfqelF is anisotropic, then q^.(x)((detq))±_2qxfor some form qx

over F and some x e F.

(2) I2 F =21 F is torsion-free. In particular, if cp is any n-fo Id Pfister form

over F, then there exists a z e F such that 9>^2"~1((z)).

(3) If cp is any n-fold Pfister form over F, then D(qS) = D(rcp) for any

positive integer r. In particular, ifq e IF then D(q) = D(rq) for any positive

integer r. Moreover, any sum of squares in F is a sum of two squares in F.

(4) If <p and r are two n-fold Pfister forms over F with n=2, then q>=<T

iff D(<p) = D(r).

Proof. Let n be any 3-dimensional form over F(y/—l). Then

fj,±(detfi)ePF(yJ-l). Hence if PF(yJ-l)=0 any 3-dimensional form
p over F(y/ — \) is isometric to (—det/i, 1, —1), an isotropic form.

(1) If q> is anisotropic over F and dim 9?>2, then cp becomes isotropic

over F(yJ—\) by the above remark. Consequently, q^(a,b)±_2qx for

some form qx and a, b e F by (2.2.9) of [6]. But det q=ab so (1) follows.

(2) By (4.11) of [3], any anisotropic form q which is torsion in W(F)

must satisfy dim q^2. Thus I2F is torsion-free by the Hauptsatz. Since a

form q lies in I2F iff dim q is even and det q= (- l)(dim a)/2, (1) implies that
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PF=2IF. Moreover, (1) implies that any 2-fold Pfisterform (p^(x, x,y,y)

for some x, y e F. But Pfister forms are rund, so rp—i2((xy)). Conse-

quently, if t is any «-fold Pfister form, induction implies that there exists

azeFsuch that tö2"-*«z».

(3) If q> is an «-fold Pfister form, we may write 9»^2"_1((z» for some

zeF by (2). Suppose y e D(2<p). Then 2<(-y»9>=0 in W(F) and

((-y, z))eI2F is torsion. By (2), «-y, z»=0, i.e. y e D(((z))). Hence

Z)(29?)<= D((p). (3) is now easily deduced.

(4) If 99, t are two «-fold Pfister forms, then <p^2n~'l((x)), t^

2"-1((y» for some x, y e F by (2). If D(<p) = D(t) then, by (3),

2«jc» Si <x, 1, x, l)a <xy, j, x, 1>a 2{x)((y)) & 2«j».

Since n=2 this implies 2n-1«x))^2n-1((y», i.e. 99^-r.    Q.E.D.

Corollary.   Suppose that I2F(yJ —1)=0. T«e«

(1) A form r((x)), r=\ an integer, is anisotropic over F iff 2r((x)) is

anisotropic or r=\ and x $ —F2.

(2) Aform 2r((x)), r=\ an integer, is anisotropic over Fiffx $ D(2(— 1)).

Proof. (2) By Theorem 1(3), D(((x))) = D(r((x))) = D(2r((x))) for

any integer r_l and any x e F. Thus 2r((x)) is isotropic iff — 1 e D(((x)))

iff x e D(2(-\)).
(1) If r((x)) is anisotropic then x $ —F2. Since a form «w», w e

D(2(-l))-(-F2) is anisotropic over F, (1) follows from (2).    Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. If I2F(^J —1)=0 then for any anisotropic form qeInF,

there exist refold Pfister forms q>f. and :v¿ e F such that

T

qsäl.<Xi)<Pi,Ti
¿=i

where n^rx^- • -_rr and no three successive integers r¡ are the same.

Remark. The conclusion of Theorem 2 holds in a somewhat more

general situation. For details see (2.3.15) of [2].

Proof. Suppose 9>=(a)((x))_L(¿»)((y»_|_(c)((z)) is anisotropic. Then,

by Theorem 1(1), there exist t, u, v e F such that 9>^(i)((;cyz))_L2(M)((i;».

Hence

(*) 2*<p g* 2n(t)((xyz)) _L 2n+1(u)((v))   for any « = 0.

Suppose that qeInF is anisotropic. Repeated applications of (*)

produce rrfold Pfister forms cpiT. and xt e F such that ^=J_¿=i (Xi)rpi,Ti

where l_r1 = - ■ -=rr and no three successive r( are the same. Without

loss of generality, we may assume that the 9?ir. have also been chosen

to satisfy the property that rx is maximal. If « = 1, we are done, so we
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may assume that n^2. Suppose that r1<n. We derive a contradiction.

If rx<r2 then <px>ri 6 Iri+1F. The Hauptsatz implies that q is isotropic,

a contradiction. Thus rx=r2 and q>Xri = (p2tT ([mod ITX+lF). Applying the

Hauptsatz to the anisotropic part of the form <PxiTlf_(— l)<p2,r¡ shows

that cpx,ri^9»2,r2. Consequently,
r

q^É <*iX(*i*ï))ç>i.ri -L J_ (*<>?W
i=3

Repeated use of Theorem 1(2) and (*) on this form produces vfold

Pfister forms y>iiB. and _y¿ e F such that föj_<-i (j,)y,.s,. where /"!<

si= ■ ■ • — ss and no three successive st are equal. This contradicts the

maximality of rx, and proves the theorem.    Q.E.D.

Proposition. Suppose that PF(y/—l)=0 and q eInF, n=2, is aniso-

tropic. Then q is rund iff there exist a positive integer r and an x e F—

D(2( — 1)) such that q^2n~lr((x)). In particular, ifr is an arbitrary form of

dimension 2n over F, then r is an n-fold Pfister form iff detT=l and r

is rund.

Proof. By the corollary to Theorem 1, 2n-1r((x)), x <£ D(2(—1», is

anisotropic. Furthermore, it is rund by Theorem 1(3). Hence the form

2n_1r((x)) has the desired properties. Conversely, suppose that qeInF

is anisotropic and rund. We may write J^jj-i (xi)<Pi,ri where xt e F,

<pir. are refold Pfister forms, and the r, satisfy the conclusion of Theorem

2. We claim that we can, in fact, choose such Pfister forms q>ir. such that

2^n^ri<r2<- ■ -<rr. Suppose not. We may assume that the <pir. have

been chosen, such that r¡ is maximal if j is the first integer satisfying

ri=ri+i- We derive a contradiction. Let x e D(cpj r). Then ((—x))q=0

since q is rund. The Hauptsatz implies that ((—x))cpj+itr. x=0. By

symmetry, it follows that D(cpjr) = D(cpj+x_r.+A. Thus <pj¡rpí(pi+i,r¡+1 by

Theorem 1(4). Since (*/>?,.,,£ <%H^m.r^i^<*/><<*^m>>?>>.r,. the

form <7i=_|_Li (Xi)(pir. e ITI+1F. Applying Theorem 2 to the form qx

contradicts the maximality of r¡ and establishes the claim. Thus q=<

Jj=1 (Xi)<pUTi, 2=n=rx<---<rr. If xeD(<pir) then ((-x))q=0. The

Hauptsatz implies that ((—x))<p¡,r.=0, l^j=r. Consequently, D(q>ir) =

D(<pjT), l_i^j_r. Theorem l(2)-(4) produces an x e F such that

q>i¡r.^2ri-1({x)), l—i=r. A further application of the Hauptsatz yields

Xf e G(2r<~1{(x))). Thus q^2ri-1s((x)) for some integer s= 1 and establishes

the first statement. If t is Pfister it is rund, so we need only prove the con-

verse. If detr=l then t ePF. Hence if t is anisotropic and rund, r—^

2r({x)) for some x e P. Comparing dimensions yields T^2n_1 ((-*))• If T

is hyperbolic, r^2n~1((—1)), and the proof of the proposition is com-

plete.   Q.E.D.
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Remark. If ImF is torsion-free and all anisotropic q e ImF satisfy

the conclusion of Theorem 2, then one can classify rund forms over F

lying in ImF by the same methods. In particular, this applies to a field F

if Fis algebraic over Q and m = 3. In fact, in this case, we can also classify

rund forms in I2F by similar methods.

We can now state and prove our classification of even dimensional

anisotropic rund forms over a field Fif I2F(s/ — l)=0.

Theorem 3. Suppose that I2F(^J — l)=0 and q is an anisotropic form

over F. Then

(1) If dim<¡r=2 (mod4) then q is rund iff q^.(2r+\)((x)) for some

integer r=0, where x e F-D(2(-\)) ifr=\ and x e F-(-F2) ifr=0.

(2) If dim q=0 (mod 4) then q is rund iff qç=((xw))±(2r+\){(x)) for
some integer r=0, w e 0(2(1)) and x e F-D(2(-\)).

Proof. (1) The forms (2r+I)((x)> in (1) are anisotropic by the corol-

lary to Theorem 1 and rund by Theorem 1 (3). Conversely, suppose q is

rund and dim q=2 (mod 4). By Theorem 1(1), q^.(y)((d))±_2qx for some

y e F where d=detq. Our hypotheses on q imply that qSé((d))J_2(y)qí

and 2(y)qx e I2F. If qx is the zero form, we are done by the corollary to

Theorem 1, so we may assume that qx is not the zero form. We claim that

the anisotropic form 2(y)qx is rund. If z e D(q) = G(q), the Hauptsatz

yields z e G({(d)))^G(2(y)qx). Hence D(2(y)qx)^ D(q)=G(q)=G(2(y)qx).

It follows easily that 1 e D(2(y)qx) and thus G(2(y)qx)<^ D(2(y)qx). There-

fore 2(y)qx is rund as claimed. By the proposition, 2(y)qx^f2r{(x)) for

some x e F— D(2(— 1)) and some integer r_l. The Hauptsatz yields

2>(2r«x») = />(«</»),

and Theorem 1(3), (4) yields 2((x))=<2((d)). Thus qg±(2r+\)((d)). If

d e D(2(— 1 )) then r=0 by the corollary to Theorem 1, the case previously

done. This establishes (1).

(2) Since D(r((x)))=D(((x))) for any x e F by Theorem 1(3), we have

G(((x))) = D(((x))) = D(((wx)))=G(((wx))). Thus the forms ((xw))±

(2r+ l)((x)) are rund. They are anisotropic by the corollary to Theorem 1.

Conversely, suppose that dim <7=0 (mod 4) and q is rund. Using Theorem

1(1) and the rund property yields an isometry q^((d))_l_(x, x)±_q0 for

some xeF and q0eI2F, where d=detq. Since {(—d))q=0, we have

<x>((l, -d))=0 by the Hauptsatz. This shows that de -0(2(1».

Case 1.    2q is anisotropic. Since d e 0(2(1)),

2q^((d,l))l_(x)((l,l))±2q0

«■«l.l»;_LC*>«l,l»_L2ft
sí «x, 1,1)) ±2q0ePF=4IF.
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But G(2q)^ D(2q) = D(q) = G(q)cG(2q). Consequently, the anisotropic

form 2q is also rund. By the proposition, 2<^4r((;c)) for some integer

r^l and x e F— D(2( — I)). By (4.11) of [3], any anisotropic torsion

element in W(F) must have dimension =2. Therefore, by (2.2) of [3]

q - 2r((x)) = (y)((-w)) = «-w»

in W(F) for some w e D(2(l)). If w e F2 then q=i2r((x)) and the result

follows, so we may further assume that w $ F2. Therefore,

q = 2(r - l)((x)} + (-w, 1,1,1, x,x)

= 2(r-l)((x)) + (w,l,x,x)

in W(F). Comparing dimensions yields the isometry

q £* 2(r - I)«X» 1 (vv, 1, x, x) SE (x)q

^2(r-l)((x))±(x)(w,I,x,x)

^(2r-l)((x))±((wx))

as desired.

Case 2. 2q is isotropic. By (2.2) of [3], there exists awe Z>(2(1)) such

that <7^((—w))\_qx. Applying Theorem 1(1) to the form qx allows us to

write qx = {y)((—wd))\_2q2. But wd ej)(2(1)) implies that (( — wd)) is a

torsion element in W(F). Since PF is torsion-free by Theorem 1(2), it

follows that ((-j, -wd))=0 in W(F), i.e. (y)((-wd))^((-wd)).

Hence ((—w))±(y)((—wd))=<(—l)((—w)) _[_((—wd)) is isotropic. Con-

sequently, q is isotropic, a contradiction. This establishes (2).    Q.E.D.
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